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Letter from the President

Dear All, 

It has been an honor and a pleasure to serve as your
chapter president. I have been a PRSSA member since
2017, and ever since, our chapter has played such a
fundamental role in defining my undergraduate
experience. As my time with PRSSA comes to a close,
I am joyful to have had the opportunity to contribute
to fellow members' professional growth.

Our executive board worked diligently to organize
enriching and accessible virtual professional
development events while learning remotely. We are
grateful for the communications and public relations
professionals, both locally and nationally, that
contributed to our professional growth this year. 

We had the opportunity to meet with professionals from The Walt Disney Company,
Van Dyke Horn Public Relations, Magnetica Communications, Franco, Henry Ford
Hospital, Truscott Rossman and Press Here Publicity. We also held two mixers with
our sister chapters from Grand Valley State University and Northern Michigan
University. 

When we started planning our year in April 2020, there was so much uncertainty
about what this year would hold. One year later, I am proud of our executive board's
dedication to serving chapter members. We appreciate the professionals who donated
their time this year; none of the great events and initiatives organized would have
been possible without each of them.

Congratulations to the incoming executive board! I know you will each do great and
find it incredibly rewarding. 

Your 2020-2021 Chapter President, 

Nina Knauf
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Macro Benefits from a
Micro-Internship 
As I finished my sophomore year, I anticipated
having my first PR or writing-intensive internship.
By the time summer 2020 came, many businesses
canceled their summer internship programs in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, and those
that didn't cancel were considering applicants
who had related experience. I felt lost in the
shuffle and wondered how I would get to my
dream job. 

After weeks of applying to internships I never
heard back from, a micro-internship at a local
nonprofit turned out to be my saving grace.
Wayne State University career services sent an
email advertising the opportunity to students, and
I thought I’d give it a shot. The process involved
uploading my resume and writing and media
samples and answering a few of my potential
employers' questions on Parker Dewey's website.

By Hailey Cloutier

Parker Dewey is a Talent Agency headquartered in Chicago, Il, that operates all over
the U.S. They pair busy students looking for relevant experience with employers
looking to run less intensive internships. While many jobs and internships had to shift
to remote work due to the Covid-19 pandemic, Parker Dewey's micro-internships
were primarily remote. The goal of Parker Dewey is to help students gain a wide
range of experiences while interning, typically taking on multiple micro-internships at
a time or back-to-back. 

About a month after applying, I heard that I was selected for the position. There
were no interviews, and as long as I stayed on for the entirety of the internship
and completed my assigned work, I would get paid!
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Throughout my micro-internship, I met with
my boss and another intern once a week
virtually. My responsibilities included creating
content for clients to use to promote on
social media to spread awareness of their
work and better position their brand. Other
intern's work included writing press releases
for upcoming events, and managing media
relations in the weeks leading to them. 

My employer was very understanding of
scheduling and interns create their own
hours. I only worked around five hours a
week, allowing me to keep my part-time job,
the micro-internship, and maintain
schoolwork. Overall, the experience was
enriching and enjoyable. I was excited when
my micro-internship was extended for
another month because I enjoyed creating
content for our client.

Although the micro-internship was virtual, my employer was based in Detroit, which
allowed me to build even deeper relationships with them. They even reached out a few
months later and asked if I was interested in another project with about the same time
commitment, which I was more than excited to take on. 

The Winter semester of 2020 was scary for everyone, especially for those just
beginning to look for positions in our career path. One year later, I have quit my part-
time job because I found an internship that pays my bills. I also have an upcoming
project arranged with my aforementioned former employer. I would have never
thought the position I am in would have been possible this time last year, and I owe
many thanks to Parker Dewey. 

The micro-internship platform Parker Dewey created allowed me to showcase my best
skills and get an opportunity to gain real-world experience, which I then used to get a
more intensive internship. Applying was one of the best decisions I have made for my
career so far, and if you’re feeling stuck with minimal experience, I would recommend
doing the same thing. 
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Using Tools of Today to Plan
Your Future
By Lucas Moody
In the past, I have been left with the question, “what exactly do PR practitioners do?”
On the surface, the answer is clear. They establish and maintain favorable
relationships with the public and their audience and stakeholders. If you find it
difficult to attribute an image to what life in the field might look like, I encourage you
to dig deeper. As digital communication continues to evolve, the organizations that
shape our lives increasingly need clear, concise, and ethical communicators to help
guide them, and that is where the PR practitioner comes in.

Public relations is social, creative, and increasingly digital. Greater ethicality is
expected from organizations, and PR pros work to ensure that external messaging
matches internal actions by aligning company messaging with its values. Practitioners
can choose to specialize in preserving organizational integrity by verifying that all
content produced by the organization adheres to the values it holds. 

As integrated communication tactics become standard, online resources like HubSpot
and HootSuite assist PR pros with gathering data related to reputation management.
The transition has been slow for many organizations, but for content creators, this
opens opportunities for brand storytelling and engaging with society. 

The need for continual adaptation in the industry is pressing – perhaps now more
than ever. For those willing to adapt, there will be unmatched opportunities for
organizations to be positioned as a thought leader in their industry by leveraging
more robust social media features and curating engaging mobile content. 

The availability of web content and mobile technologies has created an ongoing
revolution in communications. Building a compelling digital strategy for the future is
about recognizing what you find compelling in the present and capitalizing on it. If
you are interested in non-profits, businesses, media, content production, or writing,
and view yourself as someone who thrives through change and wants to take part in
this revolution, then PR is a field worth being excited about. 
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Comms from the Frontlines:
A Matter of Life and Death

In her presentation, Weiss discussed the pandemic’s side effects, including lack of
medical resources, depression, drug abuse, and suicide. These symptoms have been
on the rise, along with the number of people neglecting emergency hospital visits out
of fear of catching COVID-19 and the lack of supplies available to frontline workers.

By Liz Ryan
I attended the 2020 PRSSA International Conference (PRSSA ICON). During a
presentation, notable LA public relations professional Rhoda Weiss, APR, Fellow
PRSA, spoke about the massive effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. In her
presentation, she described the pandemic’s effects on frontline workers and the
hospital campaigns she supported to keep LA County safe. COVID-19 is an
unprecedented crisis that made navigating life all the more difficult. Weiss, who is
originally from Detroit, says that “as communicators, we handle crises.”

Weiss listened to the frontline workers and heard their grievances, including how
they needed more personal protective equipment like the appropriate masks, gowns
and gloves. She even described when one of the major hospitals in LA County ran out
of hospital gowns, and they began to use garbage bags. These desperate needs
inspired her to create a coalition with the eight Chief Communication Officers and
Chief Marketing Officers of the largest hospital systems in LA. They combined their
resources and leveraged media and digital placements they previously purchased to
create a campaign to spread awareness about the effects of delaying treatment.
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At the end of her presentation, Weiss reminded us that in public relations, it is
essential to “be first, be fast, be factual, and be forgiving.” Keeping facts accurate and
working with your client to produce the best results from a campaign is one of the
most important things a public relations professional can accomplish.

The campaign was called “Better Together Health” and recognized healthcare
workers for their continued fight against COVID-19. Some tactics they used in this
campaign included using influencers like Peyton Manning and Eva Longoria, TikTok,
Facebook, Instagram, and other organizations. For example, this campaign reached
out to the Blue Angels to do a fly-over to support the healthcare workers in LA
County. Overall, their campaign was successful and had a high impact on the people
in the county. Numbers non-COVID related illnesses began to rise, and the extra
media with this campaign helped get healthcare workers the supplies they needed
and express gratitude.
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Accessible Communications
in a Digital World
By Hailey Cloutier
When we learn about how to communicate with our audiences in class, we learn how
to make content culturally correct and timely, but we don't learn how to make it
accessible. With the consistent development of new media formats and
communication avenues, it is critical to question the accessibility of our content.

Accessibility can mean a lot of different things. According to the Interaction Design
Foundation, an educational foundation that focuses on user experience, “accessibility
is the concept of whether a product or service can be used by everyone- however
they encounter it.” As new media advances, considering who can consume your
content is essential. Many people without disabilities forget about the needs of the
disabled in digital content. People with disabilities are the world’s largest minority
group, and it would be irresponsible to exclude them in your content creation
process. 

When including the needs of the disabled in your content creation into your planning
stages, you should first research the best resources for information regarding
accessibility to ensure your content is as inclusive as possible. There is a wide range
of tools to make your content more accessible for those with many different
impairments. The Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) is just one of the many great
resources for testing to ensure your content is accessible while offering tips and tools
to incorporate into your work as best practices. 

While many websites or social media platforms have created tools for accessibility,
they can be inaccurate or outdated. Creating the accessibility tools yourself, such as
image descriptions and alt text, may seem tedious at first but illustrates to your
audience that you care about their experience. Moving forward, be sure to include
the disabled in your digital communications and research the many ways you can
make your content more accessible.
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LinkedIn and Resume workshops are an integral part of the young professional
experience. They offer great advice and allow students to “pop-out” to recruiters and
hiring managers for potential jobs. In February 2021, Mary Henige spoke to Wayne
State University (WSU) students and Public Relations Student Society of America
(PRSSA) members about their LinkedIn profiles and resumes.

Henige worked at General Motors for 30 years
in a variety of communications leadership roles.
In December 2015, she founded Magnetica
Communications LLC, a consultancy specializing
in providing communications counsel to the C-
Suite and other senior leaders. She is also the
professional advisor for the WSU chapter of
PRSSA. 

Next, content posted on LinkedIn should also be professional. This means that the
content should primarily be related to careers, professional interests, pre-professional
student organizations, and academics achievements are encouraged. As previously
stated, it is not Facebook and Instagram, so there should be no inappropriate posts.
Personal posts, political opinions and other non-professional content should not be
included on LinkedIn. 

Throughout her presentation, she offered expert
advice about LinkedIn profiles to 14 young
professionals.

"Popping-Out” on LinkedIn
By Liz Ryan

1.Nail the Headshot
The first LinkedIn tip Henige presented was that a student’s profile image should be a
professional picture, like a headshot. Students should not use a selfie because
LinkedIn is not like Facebook or Instagram. It is a tool used to connect with
professionals, and a student’s profile should be strictly academic and professional. 

2.Display Professional Interests and Expertise



Overall, Henige’s presentation to PRSSA members was very educational and
enjoyable. Students were able to ask any questions they had at the end of the
presentation, as well. It was a great way to learn the dos and don’ts of writing a
resume and creating a LinkedIn profile to catch professionals’ attention.

3.Personalize your Outreach
Another great LinkedIn tip that Henige shared was always to personalize your
invitations to connect. Once you meet someone new that you want to connect with,
it is always best to send a connection request with a brief introductory note. This is
especially true if you’re reaching out to new people in your industry. Personalizing
your note and connecting with people who are in similar sectors help with the
LinkedIn algorithm. LinkedIn’s algorithms do not kick in until someone has 500+
connections. Therefore, it is crucial to connect with people in a similar field and area
to ensure an engaging LinkedIn experience.

4.Check for Accuracy
Next, Henige spoke about resume tips to help them stand out to hiring managers and
recruiters. When creating a solid resume, it needs to be accurate, comprehensive and
demonstrative of your experience. When verifying for accuracy, be sure to check for
grammar, punctuation, and consistency in style. For those of us in communication,
public relations, journalism and related fields, be sure to use AP Style throughout your
resume. This applies to what is included on LinkedIn, too.

5.Avoid Redundancy 
Henige debunked the common myth that it is necessary to include a list of classes
that students have taken. It is unnecessary to include a complete list of major or
minor courses on your resume or LinkedIn. According to Henige, employers know the
majority of classes that students have taken in their major. 

By removing a course list, students will have more space to expound on their
experience and achievements meaningfully. Employers like seeing well-rounded and
involved students because it shows experience and the ability to grow your network.
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In terms of information availability, these are privileged times. There is an
overabundance of resources for everyone, especially for those looking to supplement
their education and develop new skills. Because tasks are most difficult when you are
unsure how to begin, an overabundance can be overwhelming. The Public Relations
Student Society of America (PRSSA) is a resource that never fails to provide
professionally enriching content.

We're all familiar with the phrase "practice makes perfect." Practicing is the most
effective way to learn to become proficient in any field, and passive learning alone
doesn't lead to progress unless it manifests in practice. Getting involved in PRSSA and
taking advantage of your membership is an excellent way to learn passively and
actively. 

Making The Most Of Your
PRSSA Membership
By Lucas Moody
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As communications students, we recognize that networking plays a critical role in
determining our career trajectory. After all, the goal of content production is to
develop connections and relationships. Being an active WSU PRSSA member by
attending agency tours, workshops, and mixers creates opportunities for you to
develop relationships while learning about the field. Wayne State University
leadership and PRSA National often share outside resources. Attending the annual
PRSSA International Conference, District Conferences, and the Leadership Assembly
will allow you to meet students from all over the region, country, and globe. After
these events, speakers, professionals, and practitioners generally offer their contact
information, and you can follow up on events by asking them your questions. 

While connecting is crucial, so is being proactive and learning independently. PRSSA
offers a steady stream of webinars throughout the year, many of which you can
either attend or watch on-demand for free. Reading case studies and PRSSA’s
national blog, Progressions, can help you keep in touch with industry trends and learn
communication principles. You can also look for experience via PRSSA’s Internship
Center, and PRSSA offers individual scholarships, awards, and competitions. Do not
underestimate just how beneficial your membership can be: It is a full-service
resource. 

That said, there are benefits to using outside resources too! Platforms such as
HubSpot, Hootsuite, and Google Analytics offer free or low-cost certification courses
to sharpen your familiarity with popular marketing and analytics programs. If you have
the time to complete them, these will not only help you stand out but gain further
assurance of your professional skills. 
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Announcing 2020-2021 PR
Scholarship Award Recipients

The Renee M. Abraham-Harries Memorial
Endowed Scholarship in Public Relations

Nora Rhein
Sophomore

Graduating Spring, 2023
 

Public Relations and University
Honors Dual Major, 

Theatre Management Minor

 Katrin Rais
Senior

Graduating Fall, 2021
 
 

Public Relations Major

"I am very grateful for this
generous recognition, and plan

to use the endowed funds to
continue pursuing professional

development experiences."

"I am grateful to have
received this scholarship

and plan on using it
toward my education."



Veronica Weisenbach
Junior

Graduating Winter, 2022
 

Public Relations Major, Sports
Management Minor

The Berg Muirhead Scholarship for Public
Relations Student Advancement

Alana Tuppins
Senior

Graduating Winter, 2021
 

Public Relations Major,
Journalism Minor

"I look forward to using this
scholarship to further my

education and help
organizations in Detroit

prosper."

"Thanks to this scholarship and
the generosity of the donor, my

research at Wayne State is
further secured."
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Michael and Judy Layne Annual Scholarship
in Communication

 The Jeannine Gregory Memorial Endowed
Scholarship in Public Relations

Jenavee Johnson
Junior

Graduating Spring, 2022
 

Communications Major, 
New Media Minor

"Having a scholarship gives me even
more motivation to excel in college. I
plan to use the scholarship to pay off

balances I owe and purchase
materials for the upcoming semester."

"This scholarship means the world
to me and I am elated to be this

year’s recipient. I intend to allocate
the funds towards paying for my

final classes."

Britt-nay Smith
Senior

Graduating Winter, 2021
 

Communications Major
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Our programming would not have been
possible without professionals contributing

to our chapter's development.

Thank You!
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Dear Readers,

Letter from the Editors
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Nina Knauf
Salute Copy Editor & Designer

Sam Krahn
Salute Designer

We hope you've enjoyed the 2021 edition of Salute This publication highlights our
members' resilience and commitment to the communications field throughout one
of the most challenging years for our chapter. It was a pleasure bringing individual
student experiences together to tell the broader story of our members'
professional growth despite the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

We're so happy to share our chapter experiences with you! The wisdom gained
and lessons shared will continue to be valuable to future chapter members. 

Your 2020-2021 Salute Editors,



We are the James S. Measell Chapter of the Public
Relations Student Society of America that was
created in 1983 on the campus of Wayne State

University. 
 

Our mission is to provide guidance, motivation, and
opportunity to up-and-coming professionals in

Detroit. We create programming and opportunities so
students can keep pace with the ever-changing

industry. 
 

Our workshops complement our classroom studies.
Our tours give us insight into potential careers. Our
shared events with PR professionals help us build
networks. Our executive board positions teach us

leadership skills.
 


